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Introduction

• STARDUST via RSDoS Metadata dataset provides live insights of randomly 
spoofed Denial-of-Service attacks.

• In the frame of MADDVIPR project, we join this data with 
OpenINTEL DNS live measurements.

• We shed light on impact of DDoS attack against DNS infrastructure.

• In this talk, we will discuss:

1. The evolution of OpenINTEL towards a streaming platform.

2. DNSAttackStream

3. The path for new reactive measurements.



The streaming architecture



DNSAttackStream

• Joining the live Kafka feed of RS-DoS attack information with 

OpenINTEL live measurements every 5 minutes.

• DNSAttackStream identifies IP addresses of authoritative 

nameservers measured by OpenINTEL under attack.

• We provide insights of the number of authoritative nameservers and 

related Second Level Domains (SLDs) affected by attacks.



The 
Architecture



Live Attacks Dashboard



Live Attacks Dashboard



ProActive Attack Detection: The TransIP Case



Reported by the news



Reported by the NOC



Impacts more than authoritative



Postmortem 
Report of 
TransIP attack

• Average RTT for .nl TransIP SLDs measured by 

OpenINTEL during the attack and on the previous 

month.



Matter of Luck?

• The TransIP case was a "lucky" case for us.

• The attacks started around midnight, that is the exact time where 

OpenINTEL measurements starts.

• Moreover, TransIP is a very popular Dutch registrar and our (paced) 

.nl measurements completes at 18:00 in the evening.

• What if attacks happens during OpenINTEL "stand-by" time or if the 

measurments for domains related to a nameserver under attack are 

already performed?



Measure -> Stream -> Analyze -> Measure

• The previous example shown not only the necessity of being able to 

live analyze incoming measurements to provide insights on attacks.

• Additional measurements should be scheduled an performed live in 

reaction to certain events (e.g., attacks, hijacks).

• For this reason, based on OpenINTEL lessons learned, we designed 

a reactive DNS measurement software.



Reactive 
Measurements



React to attacks

• Reactive measurements become fundamental when it comes to 

nameservers under attacks.

• Being able to measure the resolution time and the failure rate of 

domains with infrastructure under attack will help us to better 

understand the impacts.

• (Public?) live dashboard with insight on attacks for operators.

• Software to perform it is ready (in testing phase): we are currently 

finishing the deployment of the infrastructure.



Conclusion

• Streaming data has proven to be an effective way to detect and 

visualize ongoing attacks and perform research.

• With UCSD NT data and UTwente OpenINTEL data, we were able to 

build a system for better understanding the impact of attacks on the 

DNS ecosystem.

• Future research will focus on correlation between attacks 

characteristics provided by STARDUST and impact data collected by 

OpenINTEL.


